Unimanual tapping during concurrent articulation: examining the role of cortical structures in the execution of programmed movement sequences.
Three experiments were conducted to examine effects of speech on concurrent unimanual tapping. Experiments 1 and 2 involved the manual tapping of a short burst of preprogrammed responses with or without concurrent articulation. Results of these experiments showed no effects of speech articulation on the concurrent execution of programmed manual movement sequences. In Experiment 3, subjects continuously tapped for 15 sec, again, with or without concurrent speech articulation. The results showed that articulation affected the speed of concurrent manual responses with larger interference for right hand tapping than for left hand tapping. Additional analysis of the tapping variability revealed equivalent effects of concurrent articulation on the timing of repetitive right and left hand tapping. Kinsbourne's Functional Cerebral Distance Principle was used to interpret these results. Within this framework, the present findings indicate that functionally distinct processes control speech articulation and the execution of programmed manual movement sequences.